Lightening the load
Dr David Bloom and Dr Jay Padayachy of Senova Dental Studios discuss the benefits of high-tech equipment

1. Digital radiographs and portable x-ray heads such as the Nomad mean that all the convenience of instant radiographs along with the resultant reduction in radiation dosage are available. Not only are patients impressed by this technology, the advantages for the practice include time savings and also cost savings from not having to process the radiographs manually. Storage is no longer an issue and radiographs cannot get lost or misplaced or mutilled. Many courses are also available to allow your team members to take the radiographs themselves. See Figs 1a and 1b.

2. Digital SLR camera. This is an essential piece of equipment on many fronts for diagnosis, patient communication and laboratory communication. A picture speaks a thousand words and never is this truer than with dental photography. Seeing a picture of their teeth on a 17-inch monitor aids co-diagnosis. This can also be extended to include intra-oral cameras as they also greatly aid patient communication and co-diagnosis. Intra-oral cameras are very useful when preparing teeth, for example when removing an old amalgam filling to show any internal fracture lines that are present, so that this can be documented. See Fig 2.

3. Air abrasion unit. There are many available and each have their pros and cons. However, as a treatment modality, this is considerably underestimated and has many advantages ranging from minimal preparation to better bond strengths for adhesive dentistry. While some of these advantages can be achieved through a lower-tech, intra-oral sandblaster, these will not actually cut tooth tissue which air abrasion does. It can do this very conservatively and often without the need for local anaesthetic. With the advent of hydro abrasion, the mess often associated with this technology is also greatly reduced. See Fig 3.

4. Dental Lasers have come down in price considerably over the last six years resulting in soft tissue diode lasers at affordable prices. They now cover a variety of procedures ranging from cosmetic...
gingival re-contouring to treating periodontal pockets and adjunctive to endodontics therapy and exposure of implant fixtures. The modern ones are very portable and some are even cordless so that they can be used in multiple rooms. Hard-tissue lasers are also useful, but at this time are considerably more expensive. See Fig 5.

6. Velscope. An amazing piece of equipment for the early detection of oral cancer. While the cost of this screening can pay for the machine, patients are also very appreciative of having this reassurance and with the correct marketing, the costs of the machine can quickly be recouped via goodwill. See Dental Tribune Vol 2, Issue 26 and Fig 6.

7. Wand. This is a computerised local anaesthetic delivery system that allows slow and painless anaesthetics. It is a modern replacement for syringes which have barely changed in design since 1855. Pain from palatal infiltrations will be a thing of the past and a single point of infiltration can anaesthetise upper three to three. As the needle can be held with a pen grip, there is minimal risk of deflection of the needle when giving an inferior dental block and hence the chances of failure are vastly reduced.

8. Magnification. A real eye opener once you start using it, especially when used in conjunction with a battery light – see Fig 8. It's best to start with relatively low power of 2.5 times loupe. This can go up to times 4.5 with higher powered loupes or even higher with microscopes. Ensure your loupe are professionally measured to fit yourself for visual acuity. The magna vu is a video microscope that can be used to record procedures for patient education. It can be used live to work off indirect vision from a flat screen TV or even to feed procedures to a lecture room. It also can act as a magnification device of up to x 25 optical and x 50 digital. See Figs 8a and 8b.

9. Power whitening lamp – such as ZOOM Advanced Power. While some older studies maintain that the light does little but provide marketing support for the bleaching procedure, newer studies dispute this and our experience is that power whitening certainly kick starts the procedure and gives patients the motivation to continue with home trays that they might otherwise be reluctant to wear.

10. Collardam. Although this is not high-tech in price, the crystal fibre technology is high-tech and allows your patient to stay dry around the neck area even with the large amounts of water and spray are created associated with restorative dentistry and even ultrasonic scalers. If you think your patients do not get wet, just ask them. See Fig 10.

The products mentioned in this article are the ones used on a daily basis by the authors and other than Collardam, for which they are company directors, they receive no financial incentives for their use or promotion. [Image 8a and 8b]
High Tech Equipment

Orascoptic HiRes Class III Loupes

Ultra lightweight, high magnification oculars

Accurately Controlling Your Handpiece Speed

The Optima MX INT system from Bien-Air provides a complete and reliable solution for your endodontic work.

With an easy to use, intuitive display, the Optima MX INT converts your air-driven system to an upgraded electric operation; allowing, for example NiTi endodontics to be covered with a standard 1:1 contra-angled handpiece. Most other procedures are covered with just two contra-angles (1:1 and 1:5), thus replacing several conventional instruments saving time and expense.

This simple system enables you to change the torque, speed and ratio in just a few clicks. With 20 pre-set programmes, 10 designed specifically for endo work and 10 for operative programmes, the Optima MX INT allows you to set a further 20 programmes to your personal requirements. This good looking unit will suit all surgery decor and the unique mounting system allows optimum visibility.

For further information please contact Bien-Air on 01506 711 505 or visit www.bienaire.com.

Dental Services Direct top-notch technologies

As dentistry becomes more sophisticated and practices turn to more hi-tech solutions for their everyday needs, there is the need for a company whose advice they can trust and whose products are the very best available. Dental Services Direct offers a wide range of the finest in the market. Some more popular models currently include: the Digora Optima intraoral digital imaging system and the Digora PCT digital extraoral imaging system, the Veraview IG5, Morita’s high-speed digital panoramic x-ray machine and the Velopex Diode 5W 810nm laser, for a more patient friendly approach.

For extra peace of mind, when Dental Service Direct sell a piece of equipment they ensure the staff receive full training, ensuring the practice gets the most out of its investment. Everything is explained thoroughly and if there is ever a problem later on help is just a phone call away.

To find out more about the exciting range of technology products on offer call the Dental Services Direct Technologies team now on 08452 606 506, visit the website or download the latest special offer flyer from www.dentalservicesdirect.com.

Promotions at Henry Schein

Henry Schein, the UK’s leading supplier of products and services to the dental team are pleased to announce the re-structure of their senior management team.

Simon Gambold, who has been part of the Henry Schein team for more than 14 years, and played an important role in the acquisition of Minerva Dental in 2008, now assumes the role of ‘Managing Director’. Simon will continue to work as part of the British Dental Trade Association, creating and develop key relationships throughout the dental industry and profession.

Patrick Allen, who joined the team in 1994 following a long career in the dental industry, has been promoted, to Vice President of the Henry Schein Minerva Full Service Business.

These changes at Corporate level are indicative of Henry Schein’s desire to continue to evolve and put in place a dynamic infrastructure that will support its growing business model and further support it’s customers in running efficient and profitable practices.

The Ultimate Instrument

When is a handpiece more to you than just a handpiece? When it’s an NSK handpiece! This might sound like the start of a tall story but actually it’s a true statement.

New A-dec 500™ Offers Dentists an innovative Equipment Solution

A-dec 500 Integrated System

Contributes to a Healthier, More Productive Practice

A-dec 500 allows unprecedented integration of technology and is well-positioned to fit small spaces and conservative budgets. The new A-dec 500 system offers customers a mid-level platform choice that’s lower in cost than the A-dec 500*, yet maintains the high performance, service, and support that distinguish A-dec products.

Everything about A-dec 500 is designed with efficiency and well-being in mind: from the ultra-thin 1" (25mm) thick backrest that provides optimal access to the oral cavity, to the...